
I think we have enough evidence together now to clearly prove that the uber-
elite, the ones running the banks, governments and religions are heavily 
involved in a collective Global VIP Pedophilia ring. And it has people such as 
Clinton who will still try her best to be the next US President on the 19th of Dec, 
right in the middle of it. They are being protected by the secret services, the 
courts, the press. These are the people above the law. If you want Illuminati, 
this is it. Child sacrificing satanic world leaders who control all elements around 
us to convince us we are crazy if we even try and talk about the subject. I say 
fuck it, blow it wide open, lets find all the info we can on these demon 
cocksuckers and spread it all over the internet. Every social media platform, 
create wordpress blogs, set up twitter accounts, Google+, snapchat, share it 
with everyone. Because if not, not only are these scumbags going to get away 
with it, but if we're not careful we're going to have one of the people heavily 
involved with it all trying to run one of the most dangerous countries in the 
world today. Lets send these bastards right back to the hell they came from. 
#PizzaGate #Clinton #Epstein #RoyalFamily #BBC #FBI #MI6 #Podesta 
#DCPedos

Clinton Inc, Clinton Group and Clinton Foundation need to be destroyed forever. 
#PizzaGate #Epstein #Podesta #DCPedos

An Anonymous Hacker Just Got Into Comet Ping Pong's Server The internet is 
waiting... #PizzaGate #Podesta #Clinton #Epstein #Wikileaks #Anonymous
https://therealstrategy.com/anonymous-hacked-cometpingpong-pizzagate/

DCʼs “Comet Pizza” Pedophile Ring May Literally Bring Our Government Down!! 
#PizzaGate #Epstein #Clinton #RoyalFamily #Podesta #DCPedos 
The alt media is running wild connecting the dots for the DC Pedophile Ring 
and itʼs not pretty. It started with the Podesta Wikileaked emails but the trail 
leads on to many, many others. This goes to the highest offices in our Nation 
not only including the President and the Vice President but even the FBIʼs top 
brass in charge of safeguarding against child trafficking.
There has been so much evidence exposed over the last few weeks that there 
is NO WAY this can be hidden any longer.
http://www.theeventchronicle.com/cabal-exposed/dcs-comet-pizza-pedophile-
ring-may-literally-bring-government/

#PizzaGate #Epstein #WestminsterPedos #RoyalFamily #Clinton #Bush 
#DCPedos #BBC #FBI #Podesta
Those with the sickest minds, and who wish to act upon their destructive 
fantasies, understand that they can most easily get away with their deeds if 
they are protected by an aura of power and ostensible respectability. They 
believe that as a result of their status, no one would dare accuse them of 
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horrific activities, and if it ever came to that, they could quash any 
investigation.
http://www.maxkeiser.com/2014/11/in-great-britain-protecting-pedophile-
politicians-is-a-matter-of-national-security/

Prince Andrew: latest royal pedophile exposed.#PizzaGate #RoyalFamily 
#Epstein #Clinton #WestminsterPedos #DCPedos #Podesta 
Prince Andrew, son of Britainʼs Queen Elizabeth II, has been accused of 
pedophilia, having had sexual relations with an underage girl in a case 
submitted to a US court on Friday.
The woman involved in the case, who has not been named, told a court in 
Florida she was forced to have sex with Prince Andrew multiple times by 
disgraced US multimillionaire Jeffrey Epstein.
The statement is part of a wider case against Epstein, who is accused of 
“loaning out” the then-teenager to his friends and associates.
Epstein, 58, was jailed for 18 months in 2008 for seeking sexual relations with 
an underage girl.
However since his jailing, around 40 women, none of them identified, have 
accused Epstein of sexually abusing them.
http://www.hangthebankers.com/prince-andrew-latest-royal-pedophile-
exposed/

50 Proven Links The Royalʼs Have to Sex Offenders Such As Jimmy Savile 
#Podesta #RoyalFamily #Epstein #Clinton #WestminsterPedos #BBC #Podesta 
#DCPedos
Below are 50 reasons why The Royal Family should be forced to answer police 
questions for the UKʼs Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse:
http://yournewswire.com/50-proven-links-the-royals-have-to-sex-offenders/

'Who's Who' in the Westminster/VIP paedophile network, by Scallywag 
magazine.
The investigations that resulted in these articles and reports were carried out in 
the 1990s by a team of reporters and researchers including Simon Regan, 
Angus James, Pete Sawyer, Simon Stander and Andrea Davison.
We remember. We never forgive. We never forget. Expect Us. #PizzaGate 
#WestminsterPedos #BBC #Clinton #Epstein #Podesta #DCPedos
https://www.scribd.com/…/Who-s-Who-of-organised-child-sexua…

The Prince And The Pedophile: Charlesʼ Connections To Pedophilia Networks 
#PizzaGate #RoyalFamily #Epstein #Clinton #Podesta #DCPedos
Fresh on the heels of the fallout from revelations regarding former BBC 
entertainer Jimmy Savile and his unbelievably sickening and innumerable 
instances of child molestation as well as the “look the other way” approach 
taken by the BBC, more and more questions are now emerging in regards to the 
connection between Savile and British Royalty, most notably Prince Charles.
http://www.activistpost.com/2012/11/the-prince-and-pedophile-charles.html
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Jill Dando raised alarm about ‘paedophile ring at BBCʼ
MURDERED television presenter Jill Dando tried to alert her bosses to a 
paedophile ring at the BBC involving “big name” stars, claims a former 
colleague. #PizzaGate #RoyalFamily #BBC #Epstein #Clinton #Podesta 
#DCPedos
The friend and retired BBC worker said the late Crimewatch host was told DJs, 
celebrities and other staff were involved in organised abuse.
But the anonymous source says “no one wanted to know” when Miss Dando 
raised concerns about the alleged ring and other sexual abuse claims at the 
BBC.
She is said to have passed a file to senior management in the mid-1990s, but 
they never carried out an investigation.
The 37-year-old TV presenter was shot dead on April 26, 1999, on the doorstep 
of her home in west London. The crime remains unsolved.
http://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/490169/Dando-alarm-paedophile-ring-BBC

At least 231 children abused at Catholic boysʼ choir run by Pope Benedictʼs 
brother #PizzaGate #Vatican #WestminsterPedos #Epstein #Clinton #Podesta
AT LEAST 231 children at a famous Catholic boysʼ choir in Germany were 
victims of physical abuse, a lawyer commissioned to investigate the scandal 
said today.
The Domspatzen, a 1,000-year-old choir in Regensburg, Bavaria, was dragged 
into the massive sexual abuse scandal plaguing the Catholic Church in 2010, 
when allegations of assaults that took place several decades ago went public.
The choir was run by Pope Benedictʼs elder brother, Georg Ratzinger, from 
1964 to 1994 when most of the claimed abuses took place.
http://www.thejournal.ie/regensburg-domspatzen-ratzinger-benedict-choir-
child-abuse-scandal-2538826-Jan2016/

Westminster 'paedophile ring' investigation: Ex-MI6 spy Sir Peter Hayman 
named in dossier
Sir Peter was considered a pillar of the establishment 
#PizzaGate#WestminsterPedos #BBC #Clinton #Epstein #RoyalFamily 
#Podesta#DCPedos
A top British diplomat and intelligence operative has been named as the focus 
of a government file into “unnatural” sexual behaviour.
The document, which names Sir Peter Hayman as the subject of a briefing 
compiled for then-prime minister Margaret Thatcher, is now available in the 
National Archives.
Sir Peter, who died in 1992, was High Commissioner to Canada and was worked 
for MI6.
The file is titled “Sir Peter Hayman: allegations against former public official of 
unnatural sexual proclivities; security aspects”.
The file bears the codename PREM 19/588, the prefix of which indicates it was 
prepared for the Prime Minister.
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Sir Peter Hayman was branded a paedophile in 1983 by Conservative MP 
Geoffrey Dickens, who was speaking in parliament and was therefore protected 
from legal reprisals under privilege.
A top British diplomat and intelligence operative has been named as the focus 
of a government file into “unnatural” sexual behaviour.
The document, which names Sir Peter Hayman as the subject of a briefing 
compiled for then-prime minister Margaret Thatcher, is now available in the 
National Archives.
Sir Peter, who died in 1992, was High Commissioner to Canada and was worked 
for MI6.
The file is titled “Sir Peter Hayman: allegations against former public official of 
unnatural sexual proclivities; security aspects”.
The file bears the codename PREM 19/588, the prefix of which indicates it was 
prepared for the Prime Minister.
Sir Peter Hayman was branded a paedophile in 1983 by Conservative MP 
Geoffrey Dickens, who was speaking in parliament and was therefore protected 
from legal reprisals under privilege.
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/westminster-paedophile-ring-
investigation-mi6-spy-sir-peter-hayman-named-in-dossier-10014295.html

Lord Janner and the paedophile ring at his son's elite school: #PizzaGate 
#RoyalFamily #WestMinsterPedos #BBC #FBI #Podesta #Epstein #Clinton 
#DCPedos
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3138264/Lord-Janner-paedophile-
ring-son-s-elite-school-Labour-peer-s-link-institution-teachers-abused-
boys.html

The Billionaire Whose Clinton Foundation Ties Could Be Trouble for Hillary 
Clinton
Frank Giustra is the latest plutocrat to fall under the ex-president's 
spell.#PizzaGate #Clinton #Epstein #Podesta #Wikileaks
http://www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2015-05-07/the-billionaire-whose-
clinton-foundation-ties-could-be-trouble-for-hillary-clinton

MPs are sexually assaulting young staff members in Parliament, MP claims
A Labour MP has called for a whistle-blowing service to be set up for staff who 
are sexually assaulted by MPs, in order to help them come forward #PizzaGate 
#RoyalFamily #Clinton #Epstein #Podesta #Wikileaks
MPs are sexually assaulting young researchers who feel they have nowhere to 
turn, an MP has alleged.
Labour MP John Mann told the House of Commonsʼ Standards Committee that 
sexual assault by politicians at Westminster is “a major issue”. He has called for 
a whistle-blowing service to be established to help victims come forward.
Speaking to the committee, Mr Mann, MP for Bassetlaw, said: “In here 
[Westminster] there are alleged sexual assaults by current members of 
Parliament and nowhere for people to go, or they donʼt feel confident in going. 
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Thatʼs a major issue.”
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/mps-are-sexually-assaulting-
young-staff-members-in-parliament-mp-claims-a7445971.html

WEINER, PODESTA, MAXWELL CHILD ABDUCTION COVER-UP, Madeleine 
McCann Witnesses Described Clintonʼs Senior Staff and Associates.#PizzaGate 
#Clinton #Epstein #RoyalFamily #Podesta #Wikileaks #Maddie
https://powerglobal.us/2016/11/08/weiner-podesta-maxwell-child-abduction-
cover-up-madeleine-mccann-witnesses-described-clintons-senior-staff-and-
associates/

Did Pope Francis really say 2% of priests are paedophiles?
Vatican disputes accuracy of Italian journalist's conversation with pope but 
child abuse support group claims true rate is far higher #PizzaGate #Epstein 
#Clinton #RoyalFamily #Vatican #Bush #Podesta #Wikileaks
In the latest "interview", the pope was quoted as saying that about 2% of 
Catholic priests were paedophiles – an eye-catching line that was widely 
reported around the world.
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jul/14/pope-francis-priests-
paedophiles-la-repubblica

Lawyers, politicians among 20 men arrested in Norwegian pedophile network 
probe #PizzaGate
HELSINKI – Norwegian police are investigating a pedophile network suspected 
to involve at least 51 people, and which includes the abuse of infants and at 
least one case of a suspect acknowledging abusing his own children.
Police have arrested 20 men so far in western Norway, with three convictions, 
in Norway's largest abuse case to date, Deputy Police Chief Gunnar Floystad 
said. The 31 other suspects are from other regions in Norway.
Floystad told reporters Sunday that many of the suspects are highly educated, 
and include lawyers and politicians. He said he could not reveal more details 
pending the conclusion of the investigation, known as "Dark Room," which 
began in 2015.
Prosecutors said the perpetrators met on the dark web, using encryption and 
anonymity to hide their tracks.
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2016/11/20/lawyers-politicians-among-20-men-
arrested-in-norwegian-pedophile-network-probe.html

Is This the Real Reason for Andrew Breitbartʼs Untimely Death? #PIZZAGATE
If you didnʼt realize that “ping pong” might have a double meaning, you might 
think the exchange in the video below of now deceased Andrew Breitbart and a 
Fox News host about his “blackmailing” of Anthony Weiner is just a little 
strange.
Instead, now that the Wikileaks Pizzagate revelations are out, itʼs chilling to say 
the least.
Our first impression in watching the clip at the bottom of this post of an 
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exchange between Breitbart and Fox anchor Greg Gutfield is that they mustʼve 
discussed something beforehand backstage. The whole thing seems oddly 
scripted and yet otherwise out of place.
http://linkis.com/dcclothesline.com/lnpZ1

Shocking! The Media Is Silent About Clinton Pedophile Ring… This Is 
Disgusting! #PizzaGate #Epstein #RoyalFamily #Clinton #Podesta #DCPedos 
#Wiikileaks
Modern people scream about “freedom of speech.” Itʼs a right and privilege of 
modern society, a clear sign of free countries. But, some people donʼt enjoy 
this privilege. It depends on the issue covered in the “free speech.” Need an 
example? All the pedophile horrors that shouldnʼt be taken for granted.
Itʼs a fact that some truths will never see the light of the day.
Sometimes we wonʼt hear a thing about a scandal that has shaken Australia.
For example, a story released in Australia wonʼt be seen in America.
The Australian 60 Minutes revealed a huge scandal that happens worldwide. 
Have you ever heard anything about the pedophile issue? The scandal also 
involves politicians, the MSM, the FBI, CIA and law enforcement. The whole 
thing is controlled by the Global Pedophile Network (GPN).
http://worldpoliticus.com/2016/11/29/shocking-media-silent-clinton-pedophile-
ring-world-shock/

Govt Conveniently Deleted Entire Database of Evidence Documenting 
Pedophile Rings #PizzaGate #Epstein #RoyalFamily #Clinton #FBI #Podesta 
#Wikileaks
London, UK — The Independent Inquiry Into Child Sex Abuse (IICSA) 
apologized this week after vital testimony from victims of child sexual abuse 
was “instantly and permanently deleted” from their servers. The agency said 
that the loss of data was due to a technical malfunction, which dumped an 
untold number of testimonies that were submitted to their official website. The 
agency now claims that there was no security breach, and that while the 
testimonies were lost, the privacy of the victims is not at risk.
An Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse (IICSA) was established by the 
British Home Secretary, Theresa May, on 7 July 2014. The inquiry was intended 
to investigate why pedophile rings seemed to be exempt from capture.
Read more at
http://thefreethoughtproject.com/government-investigators-apologize-
deleting-evidence-paedophile-ring/#aX5ZTIGyHgIhw7qF.99

'Tony Blair covering up paedophile scandal?ʼ #PizzaGate #RoyalFamily #Epstein 
#Vatican #FBI #Podesta #Clinton #DCPedos
While British Prime Minister Tony Blair is under criminal suspicion in the 
"honours-for-cash" scandal that has rocked his Labour government, we have 
been told that there is an even more explosive scandal that Blair, up to now, has 
managed to hide behind the draconian British policy of issuing "D-Notices," 
government orders that prohibit the British media from reporting on certain 
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"national security" cases.
In 1999, an international investigation of child pornographers and paedophiles 
run by Britain's National Criminal Intelligence Service, code named Operation 
Ore, resulted in 7,250 suspects being identified in the United Kingdom alone. 
Some 1850 people were criminally charged in the case and there were 1451 
convictions. Almost 500 people were interviewed "under caution" by police, 
meaning they were suspects. Some 900 individuals remain under investigation. 
In early 2003, British police began to close in on some top suspects in the 
Operation Ore investigation, including senior members of Blair's government.
However, Blair issued a D-Notice, resulting in a gag order on the press from 
publishing any details of the investigation. Blair cited the impending war in Iraq 
as a reason for the D-Notice. Police also discovered links between British 
Labour government paedophile suspects and the trafficking of children for 
purposes of prostitution from Belgium and Portugal (including young boys from 
the Casa Pia orphanage in Portugal).
Tony Blair: stifling investigations of paedophiles in his Labour government.
http://www.tpuc.org/blair-covering-up-paedophile-scandal/

Child Sex Rings Reveal Unspeakable Acts Of Power Elite #PizzaGate #Podesta 
#Epstein #Clinton #DCPedos #RoyalPedos #Wikileaks
People can seem to accept that the world is run by a bunch of ruthless bankers, 
or perhaps they realize that presidents and national leaders are puppets to 
corporate interests, or perhaps they even have come to grips with the fact that 
“The Elite” are willing to destroy nations and people to consolidate power and 
form a one-world government. Poison the planet with depleted uranium? Yes. 
Poison the food supply with GMOs? Definitely.
But one topic that has been routinely shrugged off as manifestly impossible is 
that those at the very top of the pyramid, including well-known politicians and 
public figures, have engaged consistently — and on a widespread basis — in 
the organized sale, rape, torture and murder of children.
http://www.activistpost.com/2012/11/child-sex-rings-reveal-worst-of-
power.html

Did the British Establishment Cover Up a Political Pedophile Ring? #PizzaGate 
#Royals #Epstein #Clinton #Podesta #Wikileaks
In July 1981 a young boy disappeared from Barnes, south-west London, as he 
made his way home from the crowds gathered to watch the wedding 
procession of Prince Charles and Diana Spencer.
Months later, a man called the child's father, claiming to be a prostitute and 
saying he had information about the young boy's disappearance.
"He told me he believed (my son) may have been taken by pedophiles in the 
Elm Guest House near Barnes Common. He said there were very highly placed 
people there. He talked about judges and politicians who were abusing little 
boys," the father later told the Telegraph.
Although he recorded the conversation and passed it to the police, it was 
apparently never investigated.
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"They just pooh-poohed it and I never heard anything about the tape again. The 
whole thing went cold," said the father. "At that time I trusted the police. But 
when nothing happened, I became confused and concerned. Now it is clear to 
me that there has been a huge cover up."
In February 1982, parts of the boy's skeleton were found in a West Sussex 
woodland.
https://news.vice.com/article/did-the-british-establishment-cover-up-a-
political-pedophile-ring-a-new-zealand-judge-will-decide

Nearly 400 children rescued and 348 adults arrested in Canadian child 
pornography bust - NBC News #PizzaGate #Clinton #Epstein #Podesta 
#Wikileaks
http://www.nbcnews.com/news/other/nearly-400-children-rescued-348-
adults-arrested-canadian-child-pornography-f2D11599561

Bill Clinton identified in lawsuit against his former friend and pedophile Jeffrey 
Epstein who had 'regular' orgies at his Caribbean compound that the former 
president visited multiple times #PizzaGate #Clinton #Epstein #Podesta 
#DCPedos #Wikileaks
Tales of orgies and young girls being shipped to the island, called Little St. 
James, have been revealed as part of an ongoing lawsuit between Epstein and 
his former lawyers Scott Rothstein and Bradley Edwards.
Flight logs pinpoint Clinton's trips on Epstein's jet between the years 2002 and 
2005, while he was working on his philanthropic post-presidential career and 
while his wife Hillary was a Senator for their adopted state of New York.
Read more:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2584309/Bill-Clinton-identified-
lawsuit-against-former-friend-pedophile-Jeffrey-Epstein-regular-orgies-
Caribbean-compound-former-president-visited-multiple-times.html

Disgusting: Clinton Snared In Pedophile Ring
Will having friends in high places exempt him from the rule of law? #PizzaGate 
#Epstein #Clinton #Podesta
According to the lawsuit:
…Clinton was friends with an unnamed woman who “kept images of naked 
underage children on her computer, helped to recruit underage children for 
Epstein… and photographed underage females in sexually explicit poses.”
While Epstein was indicted and jailed for his pedophilia, Bill Clinton oddly has 
remained unscathed, more than likely by having friends in high places.
If Bill Clinton is in fact a pedophile, will the American people demand that he be 
put away for a very long time so that he canʼt hurt any more children? Or will 
having friends in high places exempt him from the rule of law?
http://www.westernjournalism.com/clinton-snared-pedophile-ring/

MSNBC Hosts Whine About Having to Cover Clinton's Relations With Billionaire 
Pedophile Jeffrey Epstein #PizzaGate #Epstein #Clinton #Podesta #DCPedos
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After the topic of billionaire pedophile Jeffrey Epstein and his close-knit 
relationship with Bill Clinton came up on Morning Joe yesterday, MSNBC host 
Mika Brzezinski whined about knowing she's going to have to cover the case in 
the future saying, "I'm not interested in this, I don't want to do it."
"It's gonna happen though," she acquiesced.
https://www.informationliberation.com/?id=54819

The Shameful Way Feds Protected Convicted Pedophile Billionaire Jeffrey 
Epstein #PizzaGate #Clinton #ClintonFoundation #DCPedos #Podesta 
#Wikileaks
“The Government and Epstein conspired to conceal the NPA (non-prosecution 
agreement) from the victims to prevent them from joining any objection, and to 
avoid the firestorm of controversy that would have arisen if it had become 
known that the Government was immunizing a politically-connected billionaire 
and all of his conspiracies from the prosecutions of hundreds of federal crimes 
against minor girls,” the plaintiffʼs attorneys wrote in a recent filing.
Jeffrey Epsteinʼs case was recently back in the spotlight after reports that 
former President Bill Clinton took at least 26 trips aboard his private jet, the 
‘Lolita Express,̓  even leaving behind his secret service agents on several 
occasions, according to flight records obtained by Fox News.
http://lawnewz.com/high-profile/the-shameful-way-feds-protected-convicted-
pedophile-billionaire-jeffrey-epstein/

George Bush Sr. is a known evil pedophile, who ran a Congressional Blackmail 
Child Sex Ring during the 1980s known as “Operation Brownstone and 
Operation Brownstar”, and later to become known as “The Finders or The 
Franklin Coverup”. U.S. Vice President George HW Bush would sneak children 
over to Senator Barney Frankʼs condo, known as a “Brownstone” to their 
famous cocktail parties, where U.S. 
https://therealstrategy.com/pizzagate-george-bush-pedophile-sex-ring-
blackmail-congress/
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